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Abstract
Commercial and multi-family residential construction represents a growth area for the Canadian wood 
products industry. To capitalize on this opportunity, a thorough understanding of the necessary products
and system attributes will be essential.  Adequate levels of noise/sound control in multi-family buildings 
are mandatory requirements of building codes in Canada, the United States, Europe, and most developed
Asian countries. In many jurisdictions, these requirements are as strictly enforced as those for structural
sufficiency and fire safety. Much effort has been spent on evaluation of sound transmission class (STC) 
and impact sound insulation class (IIC) of floor and wall assemblies and on studies of flanking 
transmission in multi-family dwellings in Canada. However, continuing occupant complaints of poor 
acoustic performance in wood-frame buildings that appear to have been built according to wall and floor 
construction practices recommended in building codes suggest the existence of gaps in current noise 
control techniques.

Forintek initiated this project to investigate the relative importance of noise transmission in wood-frame 
residential buildings in comparison with other building serviceability issues, and to conduct a pilot study 
to examine construction designs of wood-frame buildings that exhibit unsatisfactory and satisfactory
noise control and to identify existing gaps in current noise control techniques.

A literature review and survey of 123 occupants of wood-framed multi- and single-family residential
buildings was conducted to determine the relative importance of noise transmission in comparison with 
other building serviceability attributes. Case studies were conducted on construction details and designs
of six new wood-frame condominiums and one single family-house that were built according to code 
requirements and recommendations for controlling noise transmission.

We found that the general public had high expectations regarding adequate acoustic privacy. Even single- 
family house builders considered low sound transmission important. The multi-family building occupants 
ranked “sound insulation” the most “important” serviceability attribute, while single-family occupants 
were most concerned with “water penetration and condensation”. The lowest level of “satisfaction” was
given by all respondents to “noise transmission” for their current residences, including single-family
occupants, who had ranked it as not being so “important”. The case studies revealed that, current 
construction practices were much more effective in controlling airborne sound transmission than impact
noise. The footfall noise transmission from stairs through the walls is still an unresolved issue that is not 
considered in the current Canadian Building Code.  The low frequency footfall noise transmission
between vertically-stacked units was the common complaint in some of these buildings. With no
requirement for impact sound insulation in the current National Building Code of Canada, and with our
existing knowledge gap concerning low frequency footfall noise transmission problems and solutions to
control them, builders, acoustics consultants and design engineers have simply tended to blame wood
building materials for noise-related complaints.

We concluded that if we are to satisfy the occupants of both single-and multi-family wood-frame
buildings and to provide confidence for builders and design engineers in wood-frame construction with 
satisfactory acoustic performance, a much greater effort is needed to improve sound insulation including
development of better sound insulated wood-frame systems and building materials as well as retrofitting 
techniques. Acoustic performance will be a critical factor for the wood products industry in gaining a 
greater share of the multi-family construction market and in competing with other building materials.
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1 Objectives
The objectives of this study were to: 

Analyse the relative importance of sound insulation or noise transmission in wood-frame residential
buildings in comparison to other building serviceability attributes, and to provide information to 
establish priorities in planning Forintek’s building serviceability research program.
Conduct a pilot case study to examine building designs and construction details that result in 
unacceptable and acceptable levels of noise transmission in wood-frame residential buildings and to 
identify gaps in current knowledge and understanding of this problem.

2 Background and Introduction 
Commercial and multi-family residential construction represents a growth area for the Canadian wood 
products industry. To capitalize on this opportunity, a thorough understanding of the necessary product
and system attributes will be essential.  Adequate levels of noise/sound control in multi-family buildings 
are mandatory requirements of building codes in Canada, the United States, Europe, and most developed
Asian countries. In many jurisdictions, these requirements are as strictly enforced as those for structural
sufficiency and fire safety.

To develop information about cost-effective noise-control solutions for wood-frame buildings, the 
National Research Council Canada, Institute for Research in Construction (IRC) in collaboration Forintek
research scientists and other industry partners carried out studies to identify sound-transmission classes 
(STC) and impact insulation classes (IIC) for wood-frame floor/ceiling and wall assemblies (Quirt,
Warnock and Birta 1995) and (Warnock and Birta 1998).  Furthermore, because good noise control
involves more than simple construction of individual assemblies with acceptable STC and IIC ratings,
IRC carried out studies on noise flanking at the conjunctions of assemblies in multi-family dwellings
(Nightingale and Halliwell 1997), (Nightingale, Halliwell, and Quirt 2002) and (Nightingale, Halliwell, 
and Quirt 2005) also in collaboration Forintek research scientists and other industry partners. The studies
carried out to date have focused on existing building materials and technology using existing evaluation
methods.

However, continuing occupant complaints of poor acoustic performance in wood-frame buildings that has 
apparently been built according to construction practices for floors and walls recommended in the 
building codes suggest the existence of gaps in current noise control technology and regulations.

In 2003, Forintek initiated a two year project to investigate the relative importance of noise transmission
in wood-frame residential buildings in comparison with other building serviceability issues, to conduct a 
pilot study to examine construction designs of wood-frame buildings that exhibit unsatisfactory and 
satisfactory noise control and to identify existing gaps in current knowledge and understanding of this
problem.  The project has been completed. This report documents the details of the work and the results in
two parts. 

The first part of this report presents the work and findings on determining the relative importance of noise
transmission through a literature review and survey of 123 occupants of wood-frame multi- and single
family residential buildings. It revealed the general public’s high expectations regarding adequate
acoustic privacy. Even single family builders considered low sound transmission important. Occupants 
ranked their levels of “importance” and “satisfaction” for the following building serviceability attributes:
1) air leakage, or thermal comfort; 2) building swaying movement in wind; 3) dampness (water
penetration, condensation); 4) excessive deflection, permanent deformation; 5) floor vibration; 6) indoor 
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air quality; 7) wall or column out-of-upright, floor or ceiling out-of-level or slope; 8) sound insulation, or
noise transmission. The multi-family building occupants ranked “sound insulation” the most “important”
serviceability attribute, while single-family occupants were most concerned with “water penetration and 
condensation”.  The lowest level of “satisfaction” was given by all respondents to “noise transmission”
for their current residences, including single-family occupants, who had ranked it as not being so 
“important”.

The second part of the report describes the case studies of building designs that typically exhibit
unsatisfactory and satisfactory noise control in six wood-framed condominiums and one single family
house. These buildings were built after 1990 in accordance with code requirements and recommendations 
for controlling noise transmission. We found that, current construction practices to control airborne sound
transmission were much more effective than those for impact noise control. The footfall noise 
transmission from stairs through the walls,  that occupants complained about, is still an unresolved issue 
that has not been studied or regulated in Canada.  The low frequency thumping noise caused by footsteps 
was the common complaint in these buildings. This would indicate that current wood-frame building 
designs do not effectively control such noise transmission.  With no requirement for impact sound
insulation in the current National Building Code of Canada, and with our existing lack of knowledge
concerning low frequency footfall noise transmission problems and solutions to control them, acoustics
consultants and design engineers have simply tended to blame wood building materials for noise-related
complaints.

Finally, the study concluded that if we are to satisfy the occupants of both single-and multi-family wood-
framed buildings and to provide confidence for builders and design engineers in wood-frame construction 
with satisfactory acoustic performance, a much greater effort is needed to improve sound insulation
including development of better sound insulated wood-frame systems and building materials as well as
retrofitting techniques. Acoustic performance will be a critical factor for the wood products industry in 
gaining a greater share of the multi-family construction market and in competing with other building
materials.

3 Staff
Lin J. Hu, Ph.D. Research Scientist, Building Systems
Les Richardson Fire Group Leader, Building Systems
Mohammad Mohammad, P.Eng., Ph.D Structures Group Leader, Building Systems
Richard Desjardins, P.Eng., M.Sc. Department Manager, Building Systems
Jean-Claude Garant Technologist, Building Systems
Anes Omeranovic Technologist, Building Systems
Olivier Baës Technologist, Building Systems
Christine Giguère Department Secretary, Building Systems
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4 Approaches and Assumptions
To accomplish the objectives defined above, the following approaches and assumptions were used:

1 Review the information on wood-frame building acoustic performance available in the literature
including the recent reports on noise transmission problems in wood-frame multi-family
buildings and single-family house builder surveys for the attributes demanded from wood floors 
and walls.  The review was limited to the single-family house builders surveys not just because it
was the only information available, but also it was assumed that if single-family house builders
thought sound insulation important, then it is not difficult to project the perspectives of multi-
family and non-residential builders. 

2 Survey occupants in middle and small cities in Eastern Canada to identify occupants’
perspectives on the relative importance of acoustic performance in comparison with other 
building serviceability attributes and the corresponding satisfaction levels.  Limiting the
occupants’ survey to middle and small cities in Eastern Canada was not only to reduce the 
project cost and increase efficiency, but also it was assumed that the percentage of occupants
living in middle and small cities who ranked sound insulation important would project the 
perspectives of occupants in big cities on sound insulation.

3 Case studies of designs and construction practices that typically resulted in unsatisfactory and 
satisfactory noise control in six wood-frame condominiums and one single-family house
including interviews with builders and inspection of buildings.  These buildings were built after
1990 in accordance with code requirements and recommendations for construction techniques for
optimum noise control.

5 Part-1: Investigation of the Relative Importance of 
Noise Transmission in Wood-Frame Residential 

 Buildings 
5.1 General Public’s Perspective Reported in the Literature

Nicholls (2002) reported on general public surveys in New York city in 2002 and in Australia in 2001.
The surveys revealed that the general public has high expectations regarding adequate acoustic privacy.

5.2 Single-Family House Builders’ Perspective Reported In the Literature 

Fell et al. (2001) conducted a survey of single-family homebuilders throughout North America for
attributes they demanded from the materials specified for single-family house floor systems. The
attributes of floor construction materials ranked by the builders included 1) dimensional stability; 2) low
installed cost; 3) easy of on-site construction; 4) ease of installation of services; 5) low material cost; 6)
design flexibility; 7) minimal vibrations; 8) design by prescriptive codes; 9) technical supports; 10) 
walking comfort; 11) low sound transmission; 12) low environmental impact; 13) cut to length; 14) light
weight; and 15) fire resistance.  The builders were asked to rank the importance of the attributes with 
scores on a scale of 1 for “not at all important” to 7 for “very important”.
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Figure 1 shows the builder survey results for wood frame floors. As revealed in Figure 1, the rating scores 
for all attributes were higher than 4, meaning that builders considered all these attributes quite important.
It was surprising to see that builders rated the importance of low sound transmission at 4.8 which was 
higher than the rating for fire resistance (4.2) even for single family home floors because we usually don’t
expect people to be as concerned about noise transmission as about fire resistance in single family houses
and even the current NBCC has no required for control of noise transmission in single-family houses.

In addition, Fell et al. (2001) also found that, for the 15 attributes, builders generally gave wood higher
ratings than concrete or steel except for vibration, sound transmission and fire resistance. It implies that if
wood wants to compete in the construction market with steel and concrete, efforts are needed to develop
better building products and systems to make wood buildings competitive with other construction 
materials in terms of these three performance attributes.
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Figure 1 Builders’ ranking of attribute importance for single-family wood-based floors from 
1 ( not important at all) to 7 (very important) 

(Source: “Attributes Demanded in Single-Family Floor Systems” by Fell et al. (2001)) 

Fell and Robichaud (2002) also conducted a survey of single-family homebuilders in the US for the 
attributes demanded in wooden walls, both interior and exterior.  The attributes ranked by the builders
included: 1) straightness or square; 2) speed of assembly; 3) low on-site waste; 4) easy to handle on-site; 
5) low installed cost; 6) low material cost; 7) fire resistance; 8) low sound transmission; and 9) low 
environment impact. Scores were reported on a scale from 1 “not at all important” to 5 “very important”.
These results ( Figure 2) show that the low sound transmission was scored at 3.3, close to the score of 3.4 
given to the importance of “fire resistance”, which was also a surprise as explained above. 
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Figure 2 Builders’ ranking of attribute importance for all single-family wood-frame walls 
from 1 ( not important at all) to 5 (very important) 

(Source: “Attributes Demanded in Single-Family Walls” by Fell and Robichaud (2002)

The builder surveys revealed that even in single-family buildings, low sound transmission was considered
as important as fire resistance.  Information on the perspectives of multi-family and non-residential
builders and occupants on the importance of low sound transmission is missing in the literature. However 
it is believed that the perspectives of the multi-family and non-residential builders can be projected from
the perspectives of the single family builders.  The missing information on the occupants’ perspectives on
low sound transmission was obtained through an occupants’ survey under this project and is reported in 
Section 5.4 of this report.

5.3 Damage to Wood Reputation as a Good Building Material Caused by Some 
Unsatisfied Occupants of Wood-Frame Condominiums Reported in the 

 Literature 

This section shows how the unsatisfied occupants could damage wood reputation as a good building
material.

5.3.1 Noise Transmission Causing US$80million Lawsuit in a Wood-Frame Condominium in San 
 Francisco 

Blazier and DuPree (1994) reported that “the homeowners in a large luxury wood-frame condominium
complex in the Bay Area brought an US$80million class action suit against the developers due to the 
annoyance caused by excessive transmission of footstep noise and vibrations from upper floors in the
completed condominiums.”  The wood-frame floors featured with double lumber joists and 18mm (¾”) 
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plywood sub-floor topped with either gypsum or floating floor (see complete description of the 
floor/ceiling systems in Section 6.1).

Balzier and duPree (1994) investigated the buildings and measured the acoustic performance. They found
that the field measured Impact noise Insulation Class (FIIC) was higher than 45 as required by California
codes. Indeed, FIIC ratings as high as 80 were measured in carpeted areas of this condominium, but 
occupant complaints here were still just as strong as for other locations where the floor rating achieved
the specified IIC 55.

Upon reviewing the paper, we found that, apart from the US$80million lawsuit, the conclusions of the
investigations by Blazier, the acoustic consultant and DuPree, the noise control officer (1994), derogatory
toward to wood. In view of our present lack of knowledge relating to the causes of low frequency footfall 
noise transmission problems and our lack of the construction solutions for retrofitting the buildings, 
people have tended to blame the basic wood building materials for the noise-related problems and
conclude that “with respect to the typical light-weight, low-stiffness wood-frame structural systems, the 
situation is such that the amplitudes produced by the low-frequency thuds and thumps are clearly audible. 
In fact, there does not appear to be a practical method of correcting the problem at the present time.” “On 
the other hand, problems with low-frequency impact noise are relatively rare in concrete structural floor
systems.”  Conclusions of this type appear unfair to wood, but research is needed to find practical 
methods to eliminate or minimize these noise problems. The detailed information on the floor
construction and design is provided in Section 6.1 of this report.

5.3.2 Complaints about Noise Transmission in a New Wood-Frame Condominium in Victoria, BC

C.W.Wakefield, an acoustic consultant, reported this case in Acoustics Week in Canada 1999.  A detailed 
description of his investigation was published in the conference proceedings (Wakefield 1999).  In a new 
condominium featuring 2x10 lumber joist floors with concrete toppings, complaints were made about
thumping noises created by the footsteps of upstairs neighbours.  The field-measured STC and IIC were 
56 and 78-80, respectively, which meet any code requirements. Wakefield attempted to retrofit the 
problem floors, but had little success, which suggests that repair techniques are not currently available for
noise transmission of this type, as had been concluded by Blazier and DuPree (1994).  Lin Hu visited the
unit after the retrofit and heard the very perceptible thumping noise induced by walking in the unit above.
For want of an understanding of the causes of this problem and having no satisfactory solutions, the 
engineers who designed the building blamed it on using lumber as floor joist material.  The detailed case 
study of the design of this building is presented in Section 6.2 of this report.

5.4 General Occupants’ Perspective - Occupant’ Survey

We conducted an occupant survey to obtain information on the general perspectives of occupants on the 
relative importance of low sound transmission in comparison to other building serviceability attributes. 
The respondents were asked to rank a series of serviceability attributes and to indicate their level of 
satisfaction with each of these attributes.

5.4.1 Occupants’ Survey Objectives 

The specific objectives of the occupant survey were: 
1) To assess the relative importance of sound insulation in comparison with other building 

serviceability issues from the occupants’ point of view;
2) To evaluate the degree of occupant satisfaction with the sound insulation as well as the 

serviceability of their current residences. Occupants who were not satisfied with the serviceability 
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of their residences were asked to indicate how much incremental cost they would be willing to 
bear to solve the problem and to provide detailed information on the noise source and type, and
allow Forintek to conduct a subsequent inspection of the floor/ceiling/wall construction details.

5.4.2 Definition of Building Serviceability 

One major challenge facing this survey was to define “building serviceability”.  Even though building
codes require serviceability limit states design checks, they only define the concept in relation to
structural serviceability, including movements, deformations and vibrations of buildings and building 
components.  A more general definition was needed and a broad literature review was conducted on the 
following documents:
1 “Guidelines for the Development of Limit States Design” (Canadian Standards Association

1981);
2 “Supplement to the National Building Code of Canada” (National Research Council of Canada 

1990);
3 “Wood Design Manual” (Canadian Wood Council 2001);
4 “CAN/CSA-S16.1-M89-Limit States Design of Steel Construction in Handbook of Steel

Construction” (Canadian Institute of Steel Construction 1993);
5 “Protocols for Building Condition Assessment” (National Research Council of Canada 1993);
6 “Remedial Treatment of Wood Rot and Insect Attack in Buildings” (Berry 1994);
7 “Limit States Design of Wood Structures’ by Keenan, F. J. (1986);
8 ‘General Serviceability – Deflection, Differential Movement and Cracking” (MacGregor 1988);
9 “Report of International Colloquium: Structural Serviceability of Buildings” (International

Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering 1993).

The literature review led to the establishment of a general definition for building serviceability as 
expressed below:

“Building serviceability is a measure of the ability of a building to serve its intended and normal use and
occupancy. Serviceability affects the comfort of the occupants and the operation of equipment, the 
appearance of structural or non-structural components, and the use and durability of the structure.” 

5.4.3 Occupants’ Survey Scope

It is clear that serviceability is different from durability, but the two concepts are related. Failure in
serviceability may cause durability problems resulting in potential disasters.

To define the scope of building serviceability for our occupant survey, Forintek staff in Building Systems,
Durability and Wood Engineering;  Mr. Eric Jones of the Canadian Wood Council and Mr. David Muter 
of Tembec Inc., were asked to list critical serviceability attributes.  Valuable feedback was received.
Based on such input, it was decided that our survey should not be limited to structural serviceability
(deflections, movements and vibrations as specified in building codes), but should also include other 
serviceability attributes related to moisture, thermal comfort, noise transmission, and indoor air quality.

Eventually a list of general serviceability issues was collectively developed. It included: 
1 air leakage, or thermal comfort;
2 building swaying movement in wind;
3 dampness (water penetration, condensation); 
4 excessive deflection, permanent deformation; 
5 floor vibration;
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6 indoor air quality;
7 wall/column out-of-upright , floor/ceiling out-of-level or slope; and 
8 sound insulation, or noise transmission.

5.4.4 Occupant Survey Questionnaire 

As the respondents in this survey were occupants, we avoided using technical jargon for serviceability
attributes. The only exception was “Excessive deflection and permanent deformation”, for which the 
terminology was explained in a specially designed card.

The survey questionnaire contained six sections. Section 1 included an introduction to Forintek, the
objective of the survey and an indication of the confidentiality of the information obtained from the 
interview. Section 2 was designed to collect general information on construction date and type, occupant
status (e.g., owner or tenant), and purchase price/rent of residence. Section 3 asked the occupant to rank
the eight serviceability attributes listed above in terms of importance. Section 4 asked the occupant to
rank the eight serviceability attributes as to degree of satisfaction in his/her current residence.  If the 
occupant happened to be the owner of the building and was not satisfied with some of the attributes, 
he/she was asked how much he/she would be willing to spend to improve or fix the problem. If the 
occupant was not satisfied with the sound insulation performance of his/her current residence, then
several questions were designed to find out the noise source, location and type, and to get permission for
Forintek staff to conduct an inspection of construction details at a later date.  Section 6 was designed for
the person who conducted the interview to record the occupant’s sex and estimated age, as well as the
way he/she had responded to the various questions.

The interview questionnaire and associated supplement cards explaining the technical terminology on
“Excessive deflection and permanent deformation” are attached in Appendix I.

Each participating occupant was asked to rank the eight attributes for importance on a scale of 1 (not 
important at all) to 5 (very important).  He/she was also asked to rank his/her degree of satisfaction for
these same attributions regarding his/her residence on a scale of 1 (not satisfied at all) to 5 (vary 
satisfied). We tested the questionnaire with Forintek staff, and used the comments received to finalise the 
document (see Appendix I).

5.4.5 Occupants’ Survey Approach and Assumption 

A floor vibration survey database developed by Forintek in 1996-99 for the project “Development of
vibration controlled design criterion” was re-visited in search of wood-frame buildings where occupants 
complained of noise transmission. Several buildings exhibiting poor sound insulation were identified to 
include in this survey.

To reduce the project expense and increase the efficiency, we decided that the survey should first 
concentrate on Eastern Canada, i.e. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Quebec as good contacts had been
established following the floor vibration survey conducted in 1996-99 and it was easy to get assistance in
attracting occupants that would be interested in the survey with little cost.  Furthermore, as explained in 
Section 4-Approach and Assumptions, limiting the occupants’ survey to the middle and small cities in
Eastern Canada was not only for saving research costs and improving the efficiency, but also it was
assumed that the percentage of occupants living in middle and small cities who thought sound insulation 
was important would project the perspectives to occupants in big cities. It was believed that if the
occupants in the small and middle cities rank noise control very important, then the opinions of occupants
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in big cities can be estimated. However, the survey can be expanded to other Canadian provinces if it is
needed.

In each area, about 40 occupants were interviewed, for a total of 123. About half of the respondents lived 
in multi-family buildings, and half in single-family buildings. The multi-family buildings included low-
rise multi-unit apartments and condominiums, as well as side-by-side or up-and-down duplexes and town
houses.  This provided a fairly good database for us to investigate how the general public rates the 
importance of noise transmission against other building serviceability issues even in the relatively small
and middle size cities where multi-family residences are not as popular as in the big cities like Montreal,
Ottawa, Toronto, Vancouver, etc.

5.4.6 Occupants’ Survey Results and Discussions 

5.4.6.1 Demographics Distribution of Respondents in the Survey 

Table 1 provides detailed information on the number of respondents in Quebec, New Brunswick, and 
Nova Scotia. It also gives the number of survey respondents in single-family and multi-family buildings.

Table 1 Demographics distribution of respondents in the survey 
Quebec New Brunswick Nova Scotia Total

Multi-family 36 30 0 66
Single-family 11 24 22 57
Total 47 54 22 123

As shown in the table, among the total of 123 respondents, 54% were living in multi-family buildings, 
and 47% were living in single family houses, which gave a fairly balanced database.

5.4.6.2 Occupants’ Perspective on the Importance of Sound Insulation as well as Other Building 
Serviceability Attributes

Figure 3 shows the set of eight building serviceability attributes including sound insulation in descending 
order of importance as ranked by multi-family occupants and the resulting mean scores. For direct
comparison, the mean scores assigned by single-family building occupants to the eight building
serviceability attributes are also included in Figure 3. A quick glance at the importance order of the eight 
attributes as ranked by single-family occupants is provided in Figure 4.
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Figure 3 Mean importance of sound insulation as well as other building serviceability
attributes ranked on a scale of 1 (not important at all) to 5 (very important) by 
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As can be observed, the mean scores assigned by all occupant responses were higher than 4 for all eight 
attributes, which indicates that a majority of occupants considered them all important.  “Sound insulation”
was ranked the most important attribute by the multi-family building occupants, while “water penetration
and condensation” came first with the single-family occupants as expected.  The three most important
attributes according to the multi-family building occupants were “sound insulation” (4.82), “indoor air 
quality” (4.77) and “water penetration and condensation” (4.76). The three most important attributes
according to the single-family house occupants were “water penetration and condensation” (4.89), “air
leakage” (4.81) and “indoor air quality” (4.77).  All occupants included “water penetration and
condensation” and “indoor air quality” among the three most important attributes.  As expected, single-
family house occupants considered “sound insulation” (4.35) relatively less important than did multi-
family occupants (4.82).  It was believed that the single-family house occupants gave a lower rating score 
to “sound insulation” not because it was not important, but rather because noise sources in single-family
houses are easier to control than in multi-family buildings.

5.4.6.3 Degree of Satisfaction of Occupants with Sound Insulation as well as other Building Serviceability 
 Attributes 

Figure 5 shows the eight building serviceability attributes in descending order of satisfaction according to 
the ranking of multi-family building occupants and the mean satisfaction scores resulting from their
responses. For easy comparison, the mean satisfaction scores assigned by single family house occupants
are also included in Figure 5.  A quick glance at the order of single occupants’ satisfaction to the eight
building serviceability attributes is presented in Figure 6.

As can be observed, a majority of occupants of both multi-family and single-family wood-frame buildings 
considered “sound insulation” to be the least satisfactory attribute (mean scores of 3.47 for multi-family
building occupants and 3.50 for single-family house occupants).  Because satisfaction scores of 3 to 4 
were assigned to the satisfaction level from marginal to satisfactory, these mean satisfaction scores below 
level 4 indicate occupants in both multi-family and single family buildings were not very satisfied with
the acoustic performance of their dwellings.

It seemed that most owners were reluctant to answer the question related to the extra cost increment they 
would be willing to bear to improve the “unsatisfactory attributes”. For the few owners who answered
that question, the acceptable cost level was about five percent of the house/condominium value. 
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Figure 5 Mean satisfaction with sound insulation as well as other building serviceability 
attributes ranked on a scale of 1 (not satisfied at all) to 5 (very satisfied) by single- 
and multi- family building occupants 
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5.5  Summary of the Results of the Investigation of the Relative Importance of 
Noise Transmission in Wood-Frame Residential Buildings 

The investigation of the relative importance of acoustic performance in comparison with other 
buildability attributes of wood-frame buildings, found that:
1) the general public has high expectations regarding adequate acoustic privacy;
2) single-family house builders ranked low sound transmission as important;
3) multi-family building occupants ranked “sound insulation” as the most “important” serviceability 
attribute, while single-family occupants were most concerned with “water penetration and condensation”;
4) the lowest level of “satisfaction” was given by all respondents to “noise transmission” for their current 
residences, including single-family occupants, who had ranked it as not being so “important”;
5) uncontrolled noise transmission in some wood-frame condominiums could potentially damage the 
reputation of wood as a good building material in multi-family buildings.

6 Part-2: Case Studies of Noise Control for Wood-
Frame Residential Buildings

This section examines seven cases of wood-frame buildings that exhibit satisfactory and unsatisfactory
noise control in order to provide information on the knowledge gaps in current understanding, evaluation
methods, construction techniques and guides, and regulations for noise control in such buildings.  Five of 
these buildings were selected from the about 100 buildings where the occupants were interviewed in the 
building serviceability survey described above.  They all were quite new and built after 1990 when new 
construction materials and techniques to control noise transmission were more available than before.
They were designed according to building codes.  They included a verity of construction materials and
details such as use of solid sawn lumber joists or I-joists or wood trusses;  use of concrete topping or
wood-based sandwich acoustic floor or floating floor or radiant heating floor or conventional floor; use of
various fire rated wall and floor/ceiling assembly details recommended in NBCC.

6.1 Case 1 :  Wood-Frame Condominium in San Francisco 

This case study addresses a wood-frame condominium where low-frequency footfall noise was the major
problem causing an $80million class–action suit against the developer in the San Francisco Bay area in
1994 and was briefly introduced in Section 5.3.1. This section gives a more detailed description of the
problem and the building design based on the information given by Blasier and DuPree (1994).

6.1.1 Description of Acoustic Performance

The major problem in this wood-frame condominium was low frequency footfall noise. This problem was 
global and not restricted for particular location or room, nor was it related to the type of floor covering or 
shoes occupants wore. Even barefoot walking on a carpeted floor still created the annoying low frequency
footfall noise.

Blasier and DuPree (1994) who interviewed the occupants and inspected the building found that “upon
completion, the occupants of lower floor units were painfully aware of footstep noise created by their up-
stairs neighbours and bitterly complained.  Over the course of many detailed interviews with occupants of 
the lower-floor units, a consistent pattern of complaints emerged: somewhat surprisingly, the majority of
complaints were not focused upon either a particular room or location within the dwelling, or upon the
type of floor covering (marble, tile, wood, or carpet) used in the corresponding upstairs units.  Some
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occupants did comment on the higher audibility of hard-heeled foot traffic in areas where the walking 
surface was marble, tile or wood, but their expressions of annoyance were just as vocal, even when the 
floors were heavily carpeted, or when a cooperative neighbour resorted to walking barefoot or wearing
soft-soled shoes to minimize the disturbance below.” 

Blasier and DuPree (1994) reported that the occupants described the “character’ of the footstep noise that 
they found most objectionable by most frequently using terms such as “thuds,” “thumps,” and “booming.”

The feelable floor vibration was also a problem, but not as annoying as the low frequency footfall noise. 
Blasier and DuPree (1994) reported that many people also complained about rattling light fixtures, closet 
doors and wall-hung furniture, which indicated with feelable structural vibrations created by footfall
impacts, but the principal factor responsible for complaints involved the low-frequency impulse response 
of the structural floor/ceiling system when excited by footsteps.

The great dilemma experienced by Blazier and DuPree (1994) was that the measured field floor /ceiling 
system FIIC ratings were in the range of 80 (in carpeted areas of this condominium) to 55 (in non-
carpeted areas) and met all code requirements, but the complaints of the occupants in the carpeted areas
were just as strong as in the non-carpeted areas.  This indicates that the current IIC rating is not well
correlated to the subjective judgement of people with respect to low-frequency thumping noise. Such 
noise in residential buildings is usually produced by the response of the floor/ceiling system to the footfall
force with considerable energy in the low-frequency range.

Examining the measured impact sound pressure spectrums on the 4m (13 foot) kitchen floor/ceiling
system shown in Figure 7, Blazier and DuPree (1994) found that a very significant energy content was in 
the low-frequency range (< 100 Hz) and the peak sound-pressure level occurred at about 20 Hz, the
fundamental natural frequency of the floor/ceiling system.  This means that the low-frequency footfall
energy is principally concentrated at the fundamental natural frequency of the floor/ceiling system.
However, as commented by Blazier and DuPree (1994), such low frequency noise is not accounted for by 
the current IIC rating procedure because the current procedure only considers the signal above the 100 Hz 
one-third octave band.
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Figure 7 Low-frequency footfall noise spectrums measured on the floor shown in Figure 8
having a 4m span when the walker wore various footwear 

(Source: “Investigation of low-frequency footfall noise in wood-framed multifamily building
construction” by Blazier and DuPree (1994)) 

6.1.2 Problem Cause and Solution-Investigation of Construction Details 

Occupants in this condominium did not complain about the airborne sound transmission, therefore it is 
assumed that this wood-frame condominium design and construction provided satisfactory control over
airborne sound transmission.  Because the major complaints involved the low frequency footfall noise 
generated in the floor/ceiling system by footsteps, Blasier and DuPree (1994) focused  their investigation
on  the floor/ceiling system design and construction, and not on the wall systems. Therefore this section
describes the design and construction of the floor/ceiling systems based on the detailed descriptions 
provided by Blasier and DuPree (1994).

According to Blasier and DuPree (1994), the basic floor/ceiling construction of the vertically stacked 
condominium units consisted of a wood based floor system using double 38x292 mm (2x12 in.) solid 
sawn lumber joists spaced at 0.4m (16 in.) on centre. The floor spans were in the range of 3.4-5.5m (11-
18 ft.). The sub-floor was 19mm (3/4 in.) tongue-and-groove plywood, glued and nailed to the joists. A 
19mm (3/4 in.) thick gypsum cement topping was poured on top of the plywood sub-floor in all areas 
except the hard surfaced kitchens and entryways. In these areas, a floating-floor was installed consisting 
of a 32mm (1.25 in.) mortarbed surfaced with 10mm (0.4 in.) thick ceramic tile or marble and supported
by a 10mm (0.4 in.) extruded nylon filament as resilient mat resting on the plywood sub-floor. The ceiling
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system below consisted of two layers of 13mm (0.5 in.) gypsum board suspended from 25 ga. Resilient
channels spaced at 0.4m (16 in.) on centre and attached to the underside of the double joists. Unfaced
fibreglass batt insulation, 165mm (6.2 in.) thick, was placed in the joist cavity. The construction weighed 
approximately 128 kg/m2 (26 lb/ft2).  Figure 8 shows a sketch of the kitchen floor/ceiling construction
details.

Figure 8 Floor/ceiling construction details of a kitchen or entryway floor in the San
Francisco wood-frame condominium where occupants complained about low-
frequency footfall noise 

(Source: “Investigation of low-frequency footfall noise in wood-framed multifamily building
construction” by Blazier and DuPree (1994)) 

Blazier and DuPree (1994) simulated the possible perimeter flanking in a mock-up test facility to observe 
any deterioration in IIC ratings and found that the flanking was not the main cause of the low-frequency 
noise transmission.

They also found that in light-weight, flexible floor construction, the introduction of a resilient element in
either the system or the walking surface tend to increase the level of low-frequency impact noise from a
live walker. 
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To understand the causes and find solutions for the low-frequency footfall noise problem, Blazier and 
DuPree (1994) proposed an empirical model to estimate footfall noise. The model showed that the 
fundamental natural frequency, f in Hz and the static stiffness at the midpoint of the floor span, k in N/m
significantly affect the magnitude of footfall-induced low-frequency noise. So in theory, increases in the f
and k can control the low-frequency footfall noise.  However, this model was not verified and it seems too
simple to account for other parameters that may also significantly affect the magnitude of footfall-induced
low-frequency noise.  By the way, it is worth pointing out that k is just the inverse of the 1 kN static 
deflection at the mid-span of a floor that we used as a parameter to control feelable vibration in Canadian 
floor studies.

This simple model led Blazier and DuPree (1994) to believe that controlling the low-frequency footfall 
noise in light-weight wood-frame buildings was not possible.  This observation is not justified because it
is based on a simple and unverified model.  This model used only a few design parameters such as 
stiffness and mass to determine the magnitude of the low frequency noise and easily led to the conclusion
that controlling low-frequency noise can only be achieved by increasing f and k, i.e. floor stiffness, which
for light-weight floor systems, seems practically not feasible. Therefore, they concluded that “considering
the normal design limitations inherent in typical residential construction using wood or open-web steel
joist structural members, it is most unlikely that high enough values of kf can be achieved to avoid 
audiable low-frequency footfall noise.”

The empirical model also prevented them from finding a practical solution to correct the low-frequency
footfall noise problem in this wood-frame condominium.  They explained that “in fact, there does not 
appear to be a practical method of correcting the problem at the present time; adequate corrective 
measures would involve stiffening the construction by an amount likely to be prohibitive in cost and 
impractical to implement.”

With limited understanding of the cause of the low-frequency footfall noise transmission, Blazier and
DuPree (1994) attributed the problem to the construction materials and concluded that “On the other
hand, problems with low-frequency impact noise are relatively rare in concrete structural floor systems,
due to their substantially great stiffness.” This conclusion seems biased because the substantial among
mass of concrete offsets the great stiffness and significantly reduces the fundamental natural frequency,
and reduces the value of kf.  According to Blazier and DuPree (1994)’s model, a very high value of kf is
necessary to reduce the magnitude of the low-frequency footfall noise. Their conclusion can be true only
if the model is finally proven true.

With respect to the cause of the feelable vibrations induced by the footfall forces, we believe that the 
5.5m (18 feet) span was too long for the 2x12 solid sawn lumber joists and may be responsible for the
feelable floor vibration creating the ratting of light fixtures, closet doors and wall hung furniture.

6.1.3 Observations and Recommendations

It was observed that this wood-frame condominium design and construction provided adequate control of 
airborne sound transmission. The cause of the feelable vibration seems clear. Based on our experience of
feelable vibration, we believe that the 5.5 m span is too long for the 2x12 in. solid sawn lumber joists and
is responsible for the feelable vibration. The real cause of the low-frequency footfall noise problem is not 
as simple as Blazier and DuPree (1994) indicate and it has not yet been found. The empirical model to
determine footfall noise needs further verification based on the fact that Blazier and DuPree (1994) made
some unfavourable judgements about wood frame systems and some of their conclusions are
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contradictory to each other.  To reinforce the credibility of wood as a good building material, research
effort is needed in the following areas: 

1) to improve the current IIC rating to reflect subjective judgement by taking into account the signal
spectrums below 100 Hz; 
2) to fully understand the low-frequency footfall noise transmission problem;
3) to verify the model for estimating footfall noise at the system natural frequency proposed by Blazier 
and DuPree (1994);
4) to develop a more comprehensive model to predict footfall noise if the empirical model is proven to be 
insufficient;
5) to develop innovative wood construction materials and systems that provide satisfactory acoustic 
performance, especially satisfactory low-frequency footfall noise control; 
6) to develop retrofitting technology for the effective correction of low-frequency footfall noise

transmission problems.

6.2 Case 2 :  Wood-Framed Condominium in Victoria, BC 

This case is very similar to Case-1 in terms of the nature of the unsatisfactory acoustic performance.  At
Acoustics Week in Canada 1999, Wakefield, an acoustic consultant (1999) reported that “the owners of
certain units within a new four-story wood-frame condominium building in Victoria were experiencing
excessive low-frequency noise and vibration due to the footsteps of the occupants of the units above.” 
Wakefield investigated the building, and retrofitted the problem floor/ceiling systems.

Lin Hu of Forintek had an opportunity to visit the building in Jan. 2000 after the retrofitting and to meet
the condominium developer, Mr. Wakefield, and an engineer of the firm that designed this building.
During the visit, Lin Hu did not hear any airborne sound transmission, or feel any floor vibrations, but
experienced the low-frequency footstep thumping noise. It was clear that the retrofitting effectively
reduced the feelable and noticeable vibrations, but not the low-frequency footstep thumping noise.  Lin 
Hu also observed that occupant gait significantly affected the severity of the low-frequency footstep
thumping noise and the noticeable vibrations. The strongest complaint came from an occupant living in a
unit on the third floor. The upstairs neighbour of this most problematic unit seemed to be a heavy walker.
Even after the retrofitting, the third floor occupant was still not satisfied with the low-frequency footstep
thumping noise transmission from the unit above,  so the developer offered the occupant another unit and
left the most problematic unit on the third floor vacant.  This provided Lin Hu a great opportunity to
experience the annoying low-frequency footstep thumping noise transmission from the unit above.  The
next sections of this report further describe the nature of the problem, the design and construction of the
building, the retrofitting, our investigation and our discussions with the building design engineer.

6.2.1 Description of Acoustic Performance 

The occupants in this building complained about annoying thumping noise transmission and noticeable 
vibration transfer from the upstairs units induced by the footsteps of the upstairs neighbours. The
description of the character of the footstep noise was similar to that found in the San Francisco wood-
frame condominium. The vibration transfer was noticed because objects on the walls were moving due to
the footfall forces of the upstairs neighbours.  The occupants also felt excessive vibrations induced by
footfall forces of normal walking in their own floors. 

Wakefield (1999) investigated the case and did the sound measurements in the building. He reported that
the measured field airborne class (FSTC) at 56 and the field impact sound insulation class (FIIC) from 45
to 48 in areas without carpet, and 78-80 in carpeted areas. The low-frequency footfall noise occurred in
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both areas regardless the higher or lower FIIC values. This again indicated that, as pointed out by Blazier 
and DuPree (1994), the current IIC rating does not correlate with occupant perceptions because it doesn’t 
account for the low-frequency footfall sound.  The IIC rating of floor/ceiling systems is basically a 
measure of the mid- to high-frequency content of transmitted impact sound, such as the “clicks,” “clacks,’ 
and “scraping” noises most frequently associated with walking in hard shoes on a hard-surface floor.  The
low values of the FIIC measured on the non-carpeted areas are expected, but they do not correlate with
the low-frequency footfall noise characterized by thump, thud, booming, etc. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate 
the footstep sound spectrums measured at position 1 and 2 of the living room/dining room of a unit on the
third floor (Figure 11 shows the measurement positions). As shown in the Figures 9 and 10, the peak 
footstep sound levels occurred at a frequency of 16Hz, the fundamental natural frequency of the floor,
which was similar to what Blazier and DuPree (1994) observed in the wood-frame condominium in San 
Francisco.  The highest sound level of the footstep-induced noise occurred at the fundamental natural 
frequency of the floor which seems to be a characteristic of this problem.

6.2.2 Problem Causes and Solutions– Investigation of Building Construction and Design 

This four-story wood-frame condominium provided good control over airborne sound transmission
because the occupants were satisfied with this item. Therefore this investigation focused on the design 
and construction of the floor/ceiling system, and floor/wall/ceiling junctions. The floor plan and the 
floor/wall/ceiling details of a typical unit are illustrated in Figures 11 and 12.

The basic floor/ceiling construction of the vertically-stacked condominium units consisted of a wood
based-floor system using 38x235 mm (2x10 in.) solid sawn lumber joists with varied joist spacing of
0.3m (12 in.) or 0.4m (16in.) and having 19x64mm (1x3 in.) cross-bridging at 0.4m (16 in.) on centre.  As 
shown in Figure 11, the floor spans were in the range of 2.4-5.2 m (8-17 ft.). The sub-floor was 16mm
(5/8 in.) tongue-and-groove OSB.  A 38mm (1.5 in.) thick concrete topping was poured on a 0.15mm
poly vapour barrier on top of the OSB sub-floor in all areas. The ceiling system below consisted of one 
layer of 16mm (5/8 in.) type X gypsum board suspended from resilient channels spaced at 0.6m (24 in.) 
on centre and attached to the underside of the joists. R28 acoustic batt insulation partially filled the joist
cavity.

Wakefield attempted to retrofit the problem floors. He glued and screwed 2x4 in. lumber flat to the
bottom of all 38x235mm (2x10 in.) lumber joists to stiffen the joists. He also applied a second layer of 16 
mm (5/8 in.) thick gypsum board to the ceiling system and spaced the perimeter of the ceiling to decouple 
it from the wall gypsum board sheets.

The floor stiffening effectively reduced the feelable vibrations. All the retrofitting measures reduced the 
footstep noise levels in one-third octave frequency bands of 100 Hz in a range from 3.6 db to 15.3 db
measured at position-1 and from 1.8db to 17.8db measured at position-2 as shown in Figures 9 and 10.
But, as we observe in these figures, no significant improvement in footstep noise levels was found at 16 
Hz, the fundamental natural frequency (3.6 db reduction in position-1 and 1.8db reduction in position-2).
At the fundamental natural frequency, the footfall noise levels were still very high at both positions.  This 
may explain why the occupant of this unit was still not satisfied the sound performance and moved out. 
Lin Hu visited the unit after the retrofit and heard the very perceptible thumping noise induced by the
footsteps of the occupants of the unit above.  She also discussed the problem with the engineer in the firm
that designed this condominium.  He thought the problem was caused by the lumber joists and he told me
that they designed another wood-frame condominium in Victoria using wood I-joists and the occupants
there had not complained about the acoustic performance.  We tried to get the detailed information on the 
design of this condominium that exhibited satisfactory acoustic performance, but with little success.
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6.2.3 Observations

This case showed that all the retrofitting measures including stiffening the floor/ceiling system and adding 
a second layer of gypsum board sheets did not effectively solve the low frequency footstep noise 
transmission problem. It indicates that conventional retrofitting techniques will not solve the low-
frequency footfall noise transmission problem.  It seems that we will not be able to solve this problem 
until we fully understand it.

Furthermore, we noticed that without fully understanding the cause of the problem, design engineers and
acousticians simply blame the building materials. The acousticians investigating the San Francisco wood-
frame condominium simply blamed the wood materials, just as the design engineers involved in the 
Victoria wood-frame condominium simply blamed the lumber joists. Since we continue to receive
complains about low-frequency footfall noise in other wood-frame condominiums, we believe that the 
cause is not as simple as the acousticians and design engineers indicate. The next cases will describe a
similar problem in some new wood-frame condominiums using wood I-joists or wood parallel chard
trusses.
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 Figure 9 Footstep noise spectra measured at position #1 (see  in Figure 11) in the living
room/dinning room of a unit on the third floor of the wood-frame condominium
in Victoria before and after stiffening of the floor

(Source: “Control of low-frequency footstep sound & vibration transmission through a wood framed,
concrete topped floor” Presentation by Wakefield at Acoustics Week in Canada in1999)
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Figure 10 Footstep noise spectra measured at position #2 (see in Figure 11) in the living
room/dinning room of a unit on the third floor of the wood-frame condominium 
in Victoria before and after stiffening of the floor

(Source: “Control of low-frequency footstep sound & vibration transmission through a wood framed,
concrete topped floor” Presentation by Wakefield at Acoustics Week in Canada 1999)
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Figure 11 Floor plan of the wood-frame condominium in Victoria showing the sound
measurement positions 1 and 2 

(Source: “Control of low-frequency footstep sound & vibration transmission through a wood framed,
concrete topped floor” Presentation by Wakefield at Acoustics Week in Canada 1999)
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Figure 12 Floor/wall/ceiling junction details of the Victoria wood-frame condominium 
(Source: “Control of low-frequency footstep sound & vibration transmission through a wood framed,
concrete topped floor” Presentation by Wakefield at Acoustics Week in Canada 1999)
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6.3 Case 3 : A Wood-Frame Condominium in Moncton, NB 

This case is similar to Cases 1 and 2 regarding the nature of the unsatisfactory low-frequency footfall 
noise transmission. A report of the noise transmission in a wood-frame 3-story condominium in Moncton,
NB was received in 2001.  The building was built in 2000.  Some retrofitting was done by adding a
suspended ceiling to the existing floor/ceiling system based on the recommendation of some acousticians 
in 2001.  In 2004, Forintek conducted a building serviceability survey of some occupants of this building. 
The occupants on the first or second floor were still very dissatisfied with the acoustic performance of the 
buildings.  Following the survey, Lin Hu of Forintek visited the building, talked to the occupants and the
new building manager, and examined the acoustic performance.   The next sections provide a detailed
description of the acoustic performance and the building construction and design.

6.3.1 Description of Acoustic Performance 

In 2001, the former manager of the building reported that unwanted sound transmission occurred
everywhere in this building. The sound transmission included airborne sound, impact sound and low-
frequency footstep noise transmission. The footstep noise transmission occurred no matter what type of 
shoes the occupants wore, even when they wore soft slippers.  The field FIIC measured for the
floor/ceiling systems was 48 in the kitchen area with ceramic tile, and 50 in other areas with hard wood 
flooring.

He also reported that some acousticians suggested adding a suspended ceiling to the existing floor/ceiling 
system to solve the problem.  Figure 13 shows the details of the suspended ceiling which consisted of two
layers of 16mm (5/8”) gypsum board supported in resilient channels and attached to the underside of the 
joists through a CRS channel and suspender.   241mm (9.5 inch) thick R-10 and 203mm (8 inch) thick R-
20 glass fibre insulation bats were placed in the suspended ceiling cavity.  However, the building manager
did not feel that the work has succeeded in correcting the low-frequency footstep noise transmission
problem.  Besides, the floating ceiling had about 51mm (2 in.) of static deflection that made spoiled the
appearance of the ceiling. 

In 2004, Forintek conducted a building serviceability survey of some of the occupants on the first and
second floors of this building. They were very dissatisfied with the heel impact noise transmission from
the units above, and with the transmission of footstep noise from the stairs.  They were, however, satisfied
with the airborne sound transmission in the building which they considered unsatisfactory before the
retrofitting. This indicates that the suspended ceiling system effectively reduced the excessive airborne
transmission between the vertically stacked units.

Following the survey, in 2004 Lin Hu of Forintek visited several units in this building, talked to some of 
the occupants and the new building manager, and examined the sound performance in several units. 
Some of the research crew stayed in specific units while others were walking and talking in the units
above.  We barely heard the talking or the impact sound, even under hard wood flooring. We noticed that 
none of us wore hard heel shoes, but we heard the same low-frequency footstep noise as occurred in the 
wood-frame condominiums in Victoria and San Francisco described in cases 1 and 2.  The footstep noise 
sounded like thuds, thumps, booming, etc.  The occupants also told us that the footstep noise induced by 
bare foot residents was more annoying than that by those wearing shoes.  This was also found by Blazier 
and DuPree (1994) and illustrated in Figure 7. 

The transmission of footstep noise through the partition walls from occupants walking on the stairs 
between floors was another problem.  The current solution to this problem was simply to forbid occupants
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to use the stairs in this three-story condominium.  Lin Hu also heard this noise when visiting this building
and felt it was annoying.

Figure 13 Details of the suspended ceiling added to the existing floor/ceiling system in the 
Moncton wood-frame condominium to reduce the noise transmission
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6.3.2 Construction and Design 

The construction and design of this building conformed to the NBCC 1995. The floor/wall/ceiling
construction details are illustrated in Figure 14.  The basic floors in the vertically-stacked condominium
units consisted of a wood-based floor system using 305 mm (12 in.) deep wood I-joists with varied joist
spacing of 0.4m (16 in.) or 0.49m (19.2in.) and having 19x64mm (1x3 in.) cross-bridging at about 2.1m
(7 feet.) on centre.  The floor spans ranged from 3.4 to 5.5 m (11-18 ft.). The sub-floor was 18mm (3/4
in.) tongue-and-groove OSB nailed and glued to the joists. A second layer of 11 mm (7/16 in.) low 
density fiberboard was followed by another layer of OSB 11mm (7/16 in.) thick.   The two layers of OSB 
with one layer of low density fiberboard in between form what is commonly called a sandwich acoustic 
floor system and it is widely used by builders in the Maritime for multi-family buildings. The benefit of 
using such a sandwich floor system has not been studied.  Besides the unknown acoustic performance of 
such sandwich floor systems, we observed that the low density fiberboard had very poor dimensional
stability and expanded significantly when it became wet. This caused a very noticeable deformation and
damage to the hardwood flooring that the building manager pointed out to us in one unit.  All the areas  in
a unit except the kitchen and bathroom were covered with 18mm (3/4 in.) hardwood flooring.  The
kitchen and bathroom floors were covered with ceramic tile on underlay.  The floor/ceiling systems had a
fire rating of 45 minutes.

The ceiling system below an upper floor consisted of one layer of 16mm (5/8 in.) type X gypsum board
suspended from resilient channels spaced at 0.4m (16 in.) on centre and attached to the underside of the
joists. Two layers of 89mm acoustic insulation were installed in the joist cavity.  As shown in Figure 14, 
in master bedroom and bathroom areas, a 13mm suspended gypsum board ceiling was added to the
regular ceiling systems.

The exterior partition walls were built with 38x140mm (2x6 in.) wood studs spaced at 400mm (16 in.) on 
centre, an 11mm (7/16 in.) OSB exterior sheathing and brick veneer or wood cladding,  and a 13mm (0.5 
in.) gypsum board dry wall on the inside.  The wall cavity was fully filled with RSI 3.5 batt insulation and 
covered with a 6 MIL poly vapour barrier lapped and caulked.

All interior partition walls consisted of 38x89mm (2x4 in.) wood studs spaced at 400mm (16 in.) on 
centre, and covered with one layer of 16mm (5/8 in.) type X gypsum board on each side of the wall.

The walls separating two units were double wals consisting of two wall elements and had a 45-minute fire 
rating. Each wall element consisted of 38x89mm (2x4 in.) wood studs spaced at 400mm (16 in.) on centre
and braced at mid-height, resilient channels on the side facing each unit spaced at 600mm (24 in.) o.c., 
one layer of 16mm (5/8 in.) type X gypsum board attached to the resilient channels, and one layer of
11mm (7/16 in.) low density fiberboard on the other side of the wall element.  Between these two wall
elements, there was a 25mm (1 in.) air space. The cavity in each wall element was filled with 89 mm 
thick sound insulation material.

The walls separating the units from noisy stairs were also 45-minute fire rated. They consisted of 
38x89mm (2x4 in.) wood studs spaced at 400mm (16 in.) on centre, resilient channels on one side spaced
at 600mm (24 in.) o.c., and two layers of 16mm (5/8 in.) type X gypsum board on each side. The wall 
cavity was filled with 89 mm thick sound insulation material.
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Figure 14 Floor/wall/ceiling construction details of a floor in the Moncton wood-framed 
 condominium

6.3.3 Observations

This case shows that the low-frequency footfall noise transmission cannot be attributed simply to floor 
joist materials and type as thought by the design engineer in Victoria.  The engineer attributed the low-
frequency footfall noise transmission problem in the Victoria condominium to solid lumber joists. As 
demonstrated above, the Moncton wood-frame condominium using wood I-joists in the floor system had 
the same low-frequency footfall noise transmission problem.

It was also found that the acoustic performance of stairs in multi-family construction has been ignored by
the building codes of most countries in the world except Norway.  It also has been ignored by most
acoustic researchers. Just recently the Centre Technique Du Bois et de L’Ameublement (CTBA) in
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France evaluated acoustic performance of some stairs. This ignored area seems important if we want to
satisfy the occupants of wood-frame multi-family buildings.

6.4 Case 4 : Second Wood-Frame Condominium in Moncton, NB 

This case shows that satisfactory acoustic performance can be achieved in wood-frame buildings. A 
builder in Moncton who has more than 30 years experience in the construction of wood-frame residential 
buildings recently built 2 wood-frame multi-family buildings.  One built in 2001 exhibits good acoustic 
performance, but another built in 1992 does not. We had the opportunity to survey the occupants in the
building that had good acoustic performance and to visit both these buildings and discuss the noise 
control techniques with the builder.

The good acoustic performance building is a three story wood frame apartment building built in 2001.  In 
Forintek’s 2004 occupants’ survey of levels of the satisfaction with various building serviceability
attributes, the occupants of this building expressed their satisfaction with the acoustic performance.
Following the survey, Lin Hu of Forintek visited this building, talked to the occupants and the builder, 
and observed the acoustic performance.  She also agreed that the construction and design of this building
provided acceptable noise control. 

The builder provided us with the building construction details, but not the drawings.  The basic floors in 
the vertically stacked apartment units consisted of a wood-based floor system using 238 mm (9-3/8 in.) 
deep wood trusses with glued wood web. The floor trusses were spaced at 0.4m (16 in.) o.c. for 3.7m (12 
feet) spans or 0.3m (12 in.) o.c. for 4.9m (16 feet) spans.  One row of 38x140mm (2x6 in.) lumber strong-
back was placed at the middle spans of all floors across the trusses.  The sub-floor was 18mm (3/4 in.) 
tongue-and-groove OSB screwed and glued to the trusses. A 25.4mm (1 in.) lightweight concrete topping 
was placed directly on the OSB sub-floor.  All the areas except the kitchen and bathroom were covered
with laminated flooring.  The kitchen and bathroom floors were finished with ceramic tile on underlay.

The ceiling system below consisted of two layers of 13mm (0.5 in.) gypsum board suspended from
resilient channels spaced at 0.4m (16 in.) on centre and attached to the underside of the joists. One layer
of 102mm (4 in.) acoustic insulation was placed in the joist cavity.  All the joints in the face layer of
gypsum board sheets were tapped.

All exterior partition walls and walls separating two units were double consisting of two wall elements.
Each wall element consisted of 38x140mm (2x6 in.) wood studs spaced at 400mm (16 in.) on centre,
resilient channels on the side facing each unit spaced at 400mm (16 in.) o.c., two layers of 13mm (0.5 in.) 
gypsum board attached to the resilient channels, one layer of 11mm (7/16 in.) low density fiberboard on 
other side of the wall element.  Between these two wall elements, there was a 25mm (1 in.) air space. 
Each wall element cavity was filled with 102 mm (4 in.) thick sound insulation material.

In each unit, the sub-floor panels and concrete topping were continuous under all interior partition walls 
which were fastened down to the concrete topping.
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6.5 Case 5 :  Third Wood-Frame Condominium in Moncton, NB 

6.5.1 Description of Acoustic Performance and Building Construction 

This is a three and a half story wood-framed apartment building built in 1992 by the same builder who 
built the good sound performance 3 story wood-frame apartment building described in Case 4.  However,
this building exhibits unsatisfactory sound performance.

We did not have the opportunity to interview the occupants in this building, but the builder described the 
noise transmission between the vertically-stacked units through the floor/ceiling systems, but not through 
the walls between the horizontal units.  The unwanted noises included airborne sound from sound 
systems, and impact sound from heel impact and footfalls of heavy walkers.  It seems that the wall
systems provided good control of noise transmission between horizontal units, but not the floor/ceiling
systems between vertical units.

The basic floors in the vertically-stacked apartment units consisted of a wood-based floor system using
38x235 mm (2x10 in.) solid sawn lumber joists spaced at 0.4m (16 in.) or 0.3m (12 in.) on centre. The
floor spans varied and the maximum span was 4.8m (16 feet).  One row of 38x38mm (2x2 in.) X-bridging
and 19x64mm (1x3 in.) wood strapping was placed at the middle spans of all floors.  The sub-floor was 
18mm (3/4 in.) tongue-and-groove OSB nailed to the joists. A second layer of 6mm (1/4 in.) plywood
was added to the OSB sub-floor as a double layer sub-floor.  All the areas except the kitchen and 
bathroom were covered with carpets.  The kitchen and bathroom areas were covered with ceramic tile on
underlay.

The ceiling system below consisted of two layers of 13mm (0.5 in.) gypsum board suspended from
resilient channels spaced at 0.4m (16 in.) on centre and attached to the underside of the joists. One layer
of 102mm (4 in.) acoustic insulation was placed in the joist cavity.  All the joints in the face layer of
gypsum board sheets were tapped.

All exterior partition walls and walls separating two units consisted of two rows 38x89mm (2x4 in.) studs
each spaced at 400 at 400mm (16 in.) o.c. staggered and two layers of 13mm (0.5 in.) gypsum board
attached to the resilient channels on each side. The wall cavities were filled with 102 mm (4 in.) thick 
sound insulation material.

6.5.2 Discussion of the Causes of the Unsatisfactory Acoustic Performance 

If we compare the floor/ceiling system that exhibited poor noise control for impact sound and low-
frequency footfall noise in the third Moncton condominium with the system that provided satisfactory 
noise control in the second Moncton condominium, it seems that the 1 inch concrete topping in the
second condominium played an important role in the satisfactory acoustic performance. This was also
believed by the builder. But as we observed in Cases 1 and 2,  the floor/ceiling systems had concrete 
topping, but the footstep noise transmission was still a major problem in these two condominiums. This 
indicates that the cause of the unwanted footstep noise is not as simple as we see on the surface.  If we
further compare the floor/ceiling systems in these two Moncton condominiums, we notice that besides the 
different topping materials, these two systems used different types of floor joists and different joist sizes
that create different sizes of floor/ceiling cavities, had different spans, different lateral-reinforcements and
different wall systems. All of these differences in construction details resulted in different responses of 
these two systems to the footfall forces.  Systems study is needed to understand the causes of the footfall 
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noise transmission.  Furthermore, the builder believes that the eight-foot room height is too low to 
provide adequate sound insulation between vertically-stacked units, and that a 10-foot room high will 
have better sound insulation. However his hypothesis needs to be tested.

So far, the case studies may lead to the impression that wood-truss floors may provide better acoustic
performance than floors using solid sawn lumber or wood I-joists. The next case will show that the same 
low-frequency footfall noise transmission occurred in wood-truss floors.

6.6 Case 6:  Wood-Framed Condominium in Denver, CO

A report of two unsatisfactory wood-frame 4-story premium-quality condominiums in Denver was
received in February 2004. The project was nearing completion and people were experiencing both
feelable vibrations and low-frequency footfall noise when a person walked across the room above.  After 
consultation with the floor joist producer and acoustical consultants, the floors were rebuilt throughout the 
entire complex four times, but the problem was not solved.

We were not involved in the investigation and we have not received the detailed information on the
construction and design, or on the retrofitting measures.  Because this is a sensitive issue, we could not 
uncover more information than what was provided.  However, it is still worthwhile to include the limited
information on the floor systems provided by the architect of the project in his e-mail asking for 
assistance in solving the problem.

The floor system consisted of 400mm (16 in.) deep wood trusses with wood web. The trusses were spaced
at 400mm (16 in.) on centre and spanned to 7.3m (24 feet) to 7.9m (26 feet).  The floor deck consisted of
an 18mm (3/4 in.) OSB sub-floor, a second layer of 15mm (5/8”) OSB and a 13mm (1/2”) regupol matt
between the OSB layers.  The floor deck is very similar to the sandwich acoustic floor used in the
Moncton condominium.

Checking with the new design criterion for engineered wood floors to control feelable vibrations 
developed at Forintek, we felt that the long spans were responsible for the feelable vibrations, but the
causes of the low-frequency footfall noise remain unknown.

6.7 Case 7: Wood-Frame Single-family House in Nova Scotia 

This case study describes a noisy wood-frame floor in a single-family house. National Building Code of 
Canada does not have any requirements for sound insulation in single family houses. However we found 
that the nature of the problem here has some similarity to that in the noisy condominiums studied in Cases 
1, 2, 3,5 and 6 in terms of the source of the noise even if this is not a noise transmission problem.

This floor in question was located in a high-price single-family house built in 1994.  The builder-owner
had extensive knowledge of bouncy floors so to avoid springiness, he designed the floor using a
deflection criterion of span/1000 instead of the usual span/480 for the 3.4m (11 feet) span floor.  This
expensive and over-designed floor ended up having poor sound performance, with the owner referring to
a thumping noise or drum effect caused by footsteps of a walker and experienced by the walker or the 
people on the floor.  We inspected the floor and experienced walking on it and hearing the unpleasant
“drum effect” as we walked.  Such a drum effect has also occurred in other wood-frame floors usually
having higher stiffness. This effect has been reported by some wood I-joist producers.

This was a radiant heating floor system.  The floor system consisted of 302mm (11-1/2 in.) deep wood I-
joists spaced at 400mm (16 in.) on centre. 19x64mm (1x3in.) wood straps were attached to the underside 
of the joists and spaced at 400mm (16 in.) on centre. The sub-floor was 18mm (3/4 in.) tongue-and-
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groove plywood panels glued and nailed to the joists.  38x38mm (2x2 in.) by 70mm (2-3/4 in.) long wood
sleepers were screwed through the sub-floor to joists. These were spaced at 400mm (16in.) and separated 
by 203mm (8 in.).  13mm-diameter plastic tubing was placed on the sub-floor between the sleepers. The
sleepers and tubing were embedded in a 38mm thick concrete topping placed on the sub-floor. The floor
system was covered with a 10mm (3/8 in.) laminate hardwood flooring glued to the concrete. There was 
no ceiling under the floor. 

6.8 Summary of Results from Case Studies 

The case studies of some wood-frame buildings described in this report have revealed that:
1) current construction practices to control airborne sound transmission are much more effective than
those for impact noise control for which the NBCC has no requirement; 
2) noise transmission from stairs through walls is still an unresolved issue that occupants would like to be 
solved, but there is no regulation covering this problem or research on it currently in Canada; 
3) low frequency thumping noise induced by footsteps was the common complaint in these buildings; The 
cause of this problem has not been found, and therefore solutions have not been developed. Conventional
retrofitting techniques did not solve the problem.
4) with no requirement for impact sound insulation in the current National Building Code of Canada, and
with the existing knowledge gap related to the causes of the footfall noise transmission problems and 
solutions to control them, acoustics consultants and design engineers have tended to blame wood building
materials for noise-related complaints.
5) one definite fact shown by the case studies is that the cause of low-frequency footfall noise 
transmission cannot be simply attributed to construction materials and products even if the cause still 
remains unknown.
6) we did see some acceptable noise control design and construction in the field, even though the 
problems are not full understand. It seems that current construction and design of wood-frame buildings 
with satisfactory acoustic performance is an art with a large component of good luck. A scientific 
approach and design guidance are needed.

7 Conclusions
It was concluded that: 
1) the general public has a high expectation of satisfactory acoustic performance and sound insulation;
2) achieving low sound transmission is important even to single-family house builders;
3) good sound insulation is the most important attribute in comparison with other building serviceability
attributes for occupants of multi-family buildings;
4) there are knowledge gaps in current understanding, evaluation methods, construction techniques and 
design guidance, and regulations of control of flow frequency footfall noise transmission in wood-frame
buildings;
5)  these gaps cause builders, acousticians, and design engineers to blame wood materials or products for 
the noise transmission problem;
6) acoustic performance is a critical factor in gaining a greater share of the multi-family building
construction market for the wood products industry.
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8 Recommendations
In order for the wood products industry to gain a greater share of the non-residential and the multi-family
residential markets, more research effort is needed to bridge the knowledge gaps and provide builders and
design engineers with information required to cost-effectively control noise transmission and satisfy the 
occupants of wood-frame buildings. We recommend the following: 
1) whenever the opportunity is available, expand the surveys from single-family house builders to multi-
family builders and non-residential builders;
2) whenever the opportunity is available, expand the occupants survey to other areas of Canada;
3) identify physical/mechanical properties of materials and assemblies that attenuate noise transmission
covering a broad range of frequencies;
4) increase our understanding of those fundamental properties of materials and assemblies that lead to
sound transmission over a broad range of frequencies. 
5) identify and develop new products and systems that cost-effectively reduce noise transmission in multi-
family buildings, and in wood-frame office and other non-residential buildings; 
6) improve testing methods for assessing acoustic performance of assemblies, especially the current IIC 
rating to reflect subjective judgement by accounting for signals of frequencies below 100 Hz; 
7)  develop a better understanding of the causes of low frequency footfall noise transmission;
8) develop design and construction guidelines for impact sound insulation, especially for controlling low-
frequency footfall noise transmission;
9) develop retrofitting techniques to improve impact sound insulation, especially for low-frequency 
footfall sound;
10) develop regulations and guidlines for design and construction of stairs to control noise transmission
induced by footfall on stairs.
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Survey Questionnaire of Wood-framed Construction Serviceability

Section-1
Introduction

Card 1
(used for occupants who participated in Forintek’s floor vibration performance survey and field tests in 
1996-2001)

Card 2
(used for new occupants who did not participate in Forintek’s floor vibration performance survey in 1996-
2001)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date of survey: 
Time of survey:
Name of occupant: 
Address:
Phone:
Participated in floor vibration survey: Yes_________; NO___________
Name of person who is conducting the survey:
Method of the survey:  by phone ________ ; in person ________ 

Section-2
General information, building identification

Date of construction:
Type of construction:
     Single-family__________; two-family, side by side ____________;
     two-family, up and down _____________; townhouse __________;
      multi-unit low rise building ____________; story___________
Ownership: rent ____________; own ____________
Price of the residence: __________; sq. feet ___________; story ________
Rental of the residence:__________;  size of the unit_______; and level of the unit _______ 
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Section-3

Ask occupant to rank the importance of the following serviceability attributes 

Q1) When considering a residence serving your needs and making your comfortable, how important 
are the following attributes in your opinion? You can choose from 1 to 5 with: (: 1) Not at all
important; (2) not much important; (3) don’t mind; (4) somewhat important, (5) very important

Not at all         Very
important  important
1 2 3 4 5

Air leakage, or thermal comfort 

Building sway movement in wind 

Dampness (water penetration, condensation)
Excessive deflection, permanent deformation (use 
Card 3 for indicators) 

Floor vibration

Indoor air quality
Out-of-upright of wall and column, out of level and 
slope of floor and ceiling

Sound insulation, or noise transmission
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Section-4
Ask the occupant to rank the degree to which he/she is satisfied

with his/her current residence in terms of serviceability

Q2) When considering the serviceability of current residence you are living in, how satisfied you are 
with the following attributes?  You can choose: (1) Not at all satisfied, (2) not satisfied, (3) no
opinion, (4) satisfied, (5) very satisfied.

Not at all    Very
satisfied   satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

Air leakage, or thermal comfort 

Building sway movement in wind 

Dampness (water penetration, condensation)
Excessive deflection, permanent deformation (use
Card 3 for indicators) 

Floor vibration

Indoor air quality
Out-of-upright of wall and column, out of level and
slope of floor and ceiling 

Sound insulation or noise transmission

If  the occupant who is the owner is not satisfied with some issues, then say that we can build your
residence with satisfied performance to these issues, but it will cost more to your residence,
Q3)  how much extra  cost  increment cost you would like to bear?
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Section-5
If occupant is not satisfied with the sound insulation of the current residence then ask 

the following questions:

Q4) Could you please tell me me in which the room you hear the noise?
      living _________
      dining ________
      kitchen __________
      bedroom _________
      washroom ________
      others, please specify __________________ 

Q5) Could you please describe the source of the noise? 
     people talking _________
     bare foot steps _________
     heel impact ____________
     children activities _______
     TV ________
     radio ______
     sound system ________ 
    flashing water ________
    outside traffic ________
    others, please specify __________ 

Q6) Could you please identify the noise that bothers you the most?
     people talking _________
     bare foot steps _________
     heel impact ____________
     children activities _______
     TV ________
     radio ______
     sound system ________ 
    flashing water ________
    outside traffic ________
    others, please specify __________ 

Q7) Could you tell me where the noise comes from?
room above __________

       room below __________
       room next ____________

outside ___________
others, please specify __________ 
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Q8)       Would you mind us visiting your house to inspect the structure and to identify the potential causes 
for the noise problem at your convenience? 

If the answer is yes, then ask: 

Q9) Thank you very much for your cooperation.  What is your preferable time for us to visit you?
      Record date and time for our inspection 

Section - 6 Post interview
 filled by the person who conducts the interview

Q10) Cooperation of respondent

Cooperative (talkative or very open) ___________
Normal _______________
Non-cooperative (very closed) _____________

Q11) Sex of respondent 

Male _________
Female _________
Couple __________

Q12) Estimated age of respondent 

Under 20 ________
20-29 _________
30-39 _________
40-49 _________
50 and over ________
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EXPLANATION AND CHOICE CARDS 

EASTERN LABORATORY, FORINTEK CANADA CORP. 
WOOD-FRAMED CONSTRUCTION SERVICEABILITY SURVEY 

2003-04
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CARD 1
Introduction to the occupants who are the first time to

 participate in Forintek’s survey 

We are carrying out a survey on behalf of Forintek Canada Corp., which is Canada’s national research
institute of wood products and building systems supported by the federal and provincial governments and 
the wood industry. We are committed to occupants’ satisfaction when it comes to wood-framed buildings.

The purpose of the survey is to provide feedback to our building code officials on how effective some of
our building standards are.  The survey of your unit consists of a phone interview lasting about 15
minutes.  We assure you that all the information recorded will be treated as confidential and will not be
brought to the attention of either building owner or any organization.  They will be only used in 
conjunction with the complete total database.

We would appreciate taking 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions. (If the answer is yes,
then ask) could we start now?  If the answer is no, then ask what is your preferable time for me to call
you?  Record the data and time for phone survey.
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CARD 2

Introduction to the occupants who participated in Forintek’s floor performance survey and testing 
in 1996-99

We are calling on behalf of Forintek Canada Corp. You may still remember us because a few years ago
we did a survey of your floor vibration performance and tested your floors. The data collected from your
floors have greatly contributed to the improvement of our building codes.

Now we invite you to participate in another survey by a phone interview lasting about 15 minutes.  We
assure you that all the data and information recorded will be treated as confidential and will not be 
brought to the attention of either building owner or any organization.  They will be only used in 
conjunction with the total database.

We would appreciate 15 minutes of your time to answer some questions.  (If the answer is yes, then ask ) 
could we start now?  If the answer is no, then ask what is your preferable time for me to call you?  Record
the data and time for phone survey.
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CARD 3

Some indicators of excessive deflection and permanent deformation
in wood-framed buildings

1. Cracks or crushing in non-structural components such as attached ceiling boards and partition
board, tile in kitchen and washroom floors. 

2. Excessive sagging of floors and other building subsystem members.
3. Jamming of sliding doors; lack of fit for doors.
4. Bowing and cracking of windows; jamming of windows.
5. Pounding of roofs.


